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Brief and objectives: 

We were tasked with creating a campaign to reach retailers and brand owners highlighting 

the benefits of metal packaging by client, Metal Packaging Manufacturers Association 

(MPMA), and its consumer-facing arm, Canned Food UK (CFUK).  

The campaign had a secondary audience, consumers, where we aimed to dispel the belief 

that canned foods is second best to fresh produce.   

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 

We needed to create a suite of evergreen marketing content which could be used by MPMA 

members (can manufacturers) to communicate the benefits of canned food and metal 

packaging to their customers - brand owners and retailers.    

As well as developing easy-to-use materials for members, the content needed to be 

engaging to catch consumer attention. 

 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

Our strategy centred on discovering whether consumers could actually tell the difference 

between canned and non-canned foods, so we conducted a new survey amongst 2,000 

British adults.  

One in four admitted that they had regularly eaten canned food, mistakenly believing they 

were eating fresh items and almost half said there were meals where they struggled to tell 

the difference between fresh and canned ingredients.  

Using the results from the research, we had two distinct campaign phases:  

Can You Tell? video – a video of consumers taste testing two identical dishes, one made 

with canned ingredients, the other with non-canned. The video was central to our media 

relations work and used across social media to reach retailers, brand owners and 

consumers.  



Canometer Infographics –  the original survey also asked consumers about how regularly 

they bought and used canned foods. We presented this data by life stages in a series of 

infographics, dubbed canometers, which were used on social media to reach both the 

primary and secondary target audiences.   

 

Implementation of tactics: 

Can You Tell? Media relations  -  We used an online survey to poll 2,000 British adults about 

whether they could tell between canned foods and fresh goods, what they used canned 

goods for and what were their favourite tinned foods.  

The study found that the average adult had 16 cans in their cupboard and relied on tinned 

food for at least three meals a week.  Baked beans were named the most popular food for 

everyday cooking followed by tinned tomatoes.  Six in ten people were happy to serve up 

canned foods as part of a dinner party menu.  

The results from the survey formed the basis of our media relations outreach which was 

issued to national newspapers and trade specific titles.  

Can You Tell? Taste test video – To accompany the press release and survey results, we 

created a two-minute video which featured two Canned Food UK recipes made by a 

professional chef.  

Two versions of each dish, a vegetable bake and beef hot pot, were made: one featuring 

non-tinned foods and the other made with canned foods. The two dishes were then tasted by 

members of the public and we captured their reactions on camera – on the whole the 

majority were unable to tell between the two dishes.  

The video was used as part of our media relations work as well as on social media campaign 

across MPMA and CFUK channels including Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and 

Linkedin.  

Canometers – Using statistics from the survey we created canometers for five life stages 

including students, young adults, families with teenagers, empty nesters and retirees.  

Each infographic included statistics about the popularity of canned foods amongst each 

group type. For example, 37 per cent of empty nesters could not live without tinned tuna, 

whilst a fifth of young adults said that canned foods came to their rescue when they were 

hungover.  

Importantly, each infographic included seven ‘true or false’ statements helping to dispel the 

common myths around canned foods. For example, the fact that canned foods do not rely on 

preservatives for a long shelf life. Each canometer, was also used as part of a promoted 

social media campaign targeting consumers.   

 

 



Measurement and evaluation:  

We sustained this campaign over four months through the two stages, the initial Can You 

Tell? video and media relations, followed by the canometers.   

Can You Tell? survey, video and media relations – We achieved coverage across national 

titles with a combined online readership of over 526 million and an average domain authority 

score of 62.   

National titles included Daily Star, Yahoo News, Daily Mail, Mail Online, Daily Mirror, The 

Sun and AOL – UK. Other titles included Morning Advertiser, Over Sixty, Real Fix, The News 

Amed and core trade title, The Canmaker.  The online coverage received 189 social shares.  

We created a promoted Twitter campaign targeting brand owners and retailers by promoting 

our content at followers of relevant industry figures as well as key trade titles. The video 

achieved 20,486 impressions and 8,854 views with 6.4 per cent of viewers watching over 

three quarters of the video.    

Canometers – As part of a promoted social media campaign on Twitter targeting consumers, 

the canometers achieved 228,579 impressions with the young adults and student 

canometers achieving over 61K impressions a piece.  In addition, the canometers scored 

10,843 tweet engagements including media clicks, likes, comments and shares.  

Evergreen content for MPMA members: 

These content materials were presented to MPMA members at the association’s industry 

workshop to sixty representatives and now feature as part of the MPMA’s online content 

library which sits in a restricted area of website.  

MPMA member organisations are able to access the canometers and the Can You Tell? 

video and are free to use them on their own social media channels or as part of their 

marketing plans.   

Accompanying social media posts were also prepared in short form appropriate for Twitter 

and longer copy for Facebook and Linkedin so that MPMA members, short on time, could 

simply copy ‘n’ paste posts if necessary.  

 
 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 

Main budget costs were as follows:  

 Agency retainer fee: £3,750   

 Social media promotion: £1,200  

 Research and video costs: £7,000 

 


